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Abstract. The S=-1 and S=-2 few-body bound states are the focus of this 
discussion. Implications for our understanding of the baryon-baryon interaction 
are examined. Octet-octet coupling effects not found in conventional, non-strange 
nuclei are highlighted. TJNAF wave function tests for the S=-1 sector are noted. 
The need to identify S=-2 hypernuclei to explore the S=-2 strong interaction 
and to test model predictions is emphasized. 

A strong impetus for investigating the structure and reactions of baryon 
systems is to understand the fundamental baryon-baryon interaction in the 
realm of nonperturbative QCD. Few-baryon systems play an important role, 
because we can calculate complete solutions to test a particular ansatz for 
the baryon-baryon force. Hypernuclei are crucial to this effort, because they 
permit us to probe models based upon our non strange sector experience out- 
side the conventional world where they were developed. That is, we learn 
whether sophisticated models of the nucleon-nucleon ( N N )  interaction ex- 
trapolate successfully beyond the region in which the parameters were fitted 
or whether the models are only interpolative. For these reasons, the strange 
(S=-1 and S=-2) few-body hypernuclei are the focus of this brief discussion. 

Pure one-boson-exchange (OBE) potential models provide both a quantita- 
tive fit to the extensive N N  data base and a means to transform from S=O 
into S=-1,-2. In particular, the Nijmegen models satisfy the criteria. [l] Other 
contemporary potential models yield similar few-nucleon system results. Pre- 
dictions for low-energy properties such as rms radii, Coulomb energies, and 
asymptotic normalization constants are, indeed, robust. The addition of a 
small three-nucleon force to the Hamiltonian, in order to tune the binding 
energy to the experimental value of the triton, yields a good prediction of the 
alpha particle binding as well as the low-energy physical observables mentioned 
above. [2] We recognize that the OBE models are phenomenological, but the 
flexibility of the models is such that possibile flaws, which would require intro- 



ducing quark degrees of freedom, may only be observable in the S#O sector. 
This was addressed in the 1993 US/Japan seminar on the hyperon-nucleon 
interaction. 131 

Let me briefly reprise the triton results, which suggest an approach to A 
hypernuclei with a somewhat surprising outcome. The Argonne Vi4 potential 
[4] has been thoroughly studied and yields a triton binding energy of N 7.7 
MeV. The Vi4 model is particularly interesting because there also exists a V& 
model, one which includes N N  - N A  coupling and is fitted to the same N N  
data set. Surprisingly, the triton binding energy is essentially unchanged. 

Why is the octect-decuplet ( N N  - N A )  coupling so well modeled implicitly 
by Vi,? Can one extend this approach to the S=-1 octet-octet coupling? That 
is, can one represent the hyperon-nucleon coupled-channel N A  potential 

by an effective single-channel potential ~ N A ?  
In the non strange sector we observe that the ratio of neutron separation 

energies for neighboring s-shell nuclei is approximatly 3: B, (3H)/B,(2H) N 

3/2 = 3, and Bn(4He)/B,(3H) N 20/6 N 3. If the physics of few-body systems 
is similar, then we might anticipate a factor of 3 in the ratio of A separa- 
tion energies for neighboring A hypernuclei. Using BA(iH) N 2 MeV as our 
basis, we would then predict BA(iHe) N 3 x B ~ ( i H )  E 6 MeV and BA(iH) 
2i i x  BA(iH) N $ MeV. Simple, central force calculations using ~ N A  fitted 
to BA(iH) plus low-energy scattering data confirm this simple analysis. [5] 

However, the real world is more complex. Experimentally [6] we know that 
BA(iHe) N 3.1 MeV and B*(iH) N 0.13 MeV. Our S=O model experience does 
not extrapolate to S=-1. Explicit N A  - NE coupling is required. Moreover, 
there exist rrr+ decay data that suggest the importance of explicit N A  - NC 
coupling in A hypernuclei. The open channels for A mesonic decay are A -+ 
rrr-p and A -+ Ton. However, experimentaly [7] there is observed a 5% braching 
ratio for :He + rrr++X. Second order pion processes such as charge exchange 
(rrr-pp + n+nn) are too small to explain more than 1%. [8] The virtual p A  + 
nE+ transition followed by C+N -+ r+nN is the key. 

Furthermore, explicit N A  - NC coupling was demonstrated in Ref. [9] to 
play a crucial role in driving the hypertriton A separation energy from 2/3 
MeV toward 0.1 MeV. Gloeckle and coworkers [lo] have since shown that the 
S=-1 Nijmegen soft-core potential yields a value for Bn(;H) which agrees with 
experiment. Additionally, a correct ordering of the A=4 isodoublet O+ and 
1+ states appears to require explicit N A  - NC coupling. [ll] Finally, Monte 
Carlo calculations [ 121 have indicated that suppression of A@'Het, CB4He* 
coupling, because of the large excitation energy of the T=l even parity 4He* 
states that result when the T=O A converts to a T=l C, can account for the 
anomalously low value of BA(iHe) = 3.1 MeV. In the S=-1 sector we now 



need K+ electroproduction to test the model wavefunctions that result from 
these calculations; 4He +iH* is the logical first step at  TJNAF. 

Given that explicit octet-octet coupling plays a key role in S=-1 physics, we 
turn to  the interesting puzzle that the single reported AiHe event [13] presents. 
Assuming that the AA separation energy BAA(AiHe) = B(AiHe) - B(4He) N 

10.9 MeV is accurate (this interpretation is consistent with the two other 
accepted AA events), we see that the matrix element < VAA >,4=6 is weak: 
- < V A ~  > = BAA(AiHe) -2 X BA(iHe) 21 10.9 - 2(3.1) = 4.7 MeV. This value 
is comparable with that of the N A  interaction: < VAA >A=6 N < V N A  >A=4. 

Both the AA and N A  matrix elements are relatively small [14] compared with 
that of the nn  interaction: < V,, >N -7 MeV. However, RA and nn  are 
analogs, belonging to the same ‘So multiplet. Why is < V A A  >A=6 so small? 
In response to those who ask why VAA should be strong without OPE, we note 
that the Walecka model N N  force has only p, w and no OPE. 

Can we measure A h  scattering? “Yes, indirectly.” Two example Z- capture 
reactions that could measure UAA are S-d += AAn and Z 7 L i  += hh6He, where 
the spectator particle is detected in analogy with the ann measurements from 
nd += nnp and 3H 3H += nn4He. 

Short of such data we ask about the constraints that an aAA model of 
can provide. In the analysis by Carr et ai. [15], octet-octet coupling is 

essential. For an effective AA potential whose strength is comparable to that 
of the N N  force (VAA N V,,), we obtain overbinding of .;He. In contrast, a 
coupled-channel (AA -NE)  potential of similar overall strength yields binding 
comparable to experiment, because of Pauli blocking. The a core saturates the 
( 1 ~ ) ~  shell, forcing a 5th nucleon into a higher shell and significantly weakening 
the NZ part of the force. In other words, by including A h  - NZ coupling 
explicitly, we can accomodate a relatively weak < VAA >A=6 even though the 
free space AA - NE potential is comparable in strength to the nn. 

Alternatively, the S=-2 ,;H and AiH hypernuclei should show evidence of 
enhanced binding. Whereas the 4He core in must be excited by 40 MeV 
to permit the AA + NZ transition, the 2H (3H) core in (AiH) is bound 
by an additional 6 (20) MeV following AA + NE (Ah  + pE-) conversion, to 
form a 3H or 3He (4He) core. 

Let us return to the question of why octet-decuplet coupling in the S=O sec- 
tor ( N N  - N A )  appears relatively unimportant, whereas octet-octet coupling 
in the S#O sector is essential. There exist alternate possibilities: (i) the large 
A width, (ii) the large N - A mass difference, and (iii) the duality of particle 
physics. The first two are obvious; the third may not be. In the Maldel- 
stam representation we can write the scattering amplitude M equivalently as 
M ( t ,  u) or M ( s ,  u). That is, we can use either t-channnel/u-channel variables 
or s-channel/u-channel variables. Does the t-channel meson-exchange picture 
of the OBE potential essentially subsume the s-channel resonance picture of 
the N N  - N A  conversion process, so that explicit octet-decuplet coupling is 
not required? The question is open. 



Hypernuclear physics continues to be novel and exciting. New questions 
continue to arise. As a testing ground for S=O based concepts, hypernuclei 
are unsurpassed. 
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